
Automated Quality Assurance Analyst (TA)

Role Purpose:
Automated Quality Assurance Analyst, Trading API Development will be a technical expert with a strong focus on 
software quality. They are great at designing software for testing and explaining it to both technology and 
business-oriented audiences and can work efficiently with a team of software and QA engineers to deliver
projects.
The candidate should actively evaluate new products and technologies to build solutions that can streamline
business operations. They must be delivery-focused with solid skills in automation of tests for API’s and windows
services. They will be required to mentor junior members of the team and be involved in technical discussions
with the Team or Technical Lead. The candidate will be working on the company public REST API’s used by our
platforms and partners to provide them with full trading functionality including authentication, trading, charting
and much more.

Location: Cracow -remote

We are a technology recruitment partner focused on search 
and selection of IT experts internationally. Currently, we are 
looking for an accomplished experts for the role of Automated
Quality Assurance Analyst (TA). We offer a rewarding and 
exciting professional experience and opportunity to develop 
your career in a highly competitive international environment.

Scope of Responsibilities:
Liaise with the business/developers/BAs at concept stage to determine testing strategy and coverage
Determine if the software will perform according to the user request and conform to guidelines
Assess the impact and risks of new functionality introduced into the system
Actively participate in sprint planning sessions and ensure requirements are clear and complete
Provide accurate estimation for sprint planning
Create test cases, BDD specifications and data (manual and automated)
Ensure that adequate test coverage is provided
Participate in team stand ups
Actively implement Test Automation
Understand and maintain the existing test automation suite
Execute test scripts and analyse and record results
Identify defects/anomalies and investigate their cause as well as documenting and tracking these defects
Recommend improvements or corrections to developers or system analysts
Review logs and reports to identify program processing errors and possible improvements
Monitor multiple projects/software changes from concept to release and confirm correct behaviour after release
to live
Understand and adhere to the Change Request process
Be responsible for all phases of testing across various test environments
Coordinate with Service Delivery teams to ensure the timely and correct release of software to live
Contribute towards improving the QA process and quality standards across the organization
Evaluate testing tools and software that can be implemented to aid QA and maximize testing coverage
Be an active participant in sprint retrospectives and take any actions forward for continual improvement on the 
team’s ability to deliver
Actively participate in knowledge sharing and team building exercises and be a champion of knowledge sharing

Skills & Experience required:

Relevant degree or equivalent training
Good knowledge of the software development lifecycle
Good knowledge of QA practices and processes



Interested candidates should send their resume (CV) to 
magdalena.wielgos@itpuzzle.com.pl
with „ Automated Quality Assurance Analyst (TA)”in the subject 
line.

Offer:

Ability to choose the equipment you work with 
Standing desk and ergonomic chair
Spacious and cozy office space in the heart of old Kraków
Multisport Benefit Plan (the employee pays only tax)
Health Care (the highest package with Psychologist + option to add the whole family)
Life Insurance for employees (the employee pays only tax)
Lunch vouchers (PLN 200 gross per month)
Tax deduction (Creative rights) program (80%)
100% remote work with opportunity to use the office on demand
Annual bonus dependent on company results and personal performance up to 10% of the annual gross 
remuneration
Flexible working time
Very attractive referral bonus
Office parking available for employees FOR FREE
Kitchen full of coffee, tea, snacks, and fresh fruit
Co-working, mentoring and personal development

Skills & Experience required:
Experience of testing web and client-server applications
Experience working in an Agile environment and BDD
Strong in Programming fundamentals and ability to program in at least one
programming language preferably C#
Experience in test automation using a BDD tool preferably Specflow and/or Fitnesse
Experience in debugging software
Experience in reviewing application code
Experience in building tools and utilities for automating testing tasks
Experience in testing RESTful, SOAP as well as windows services
Experience working in all phases of software testing right from requirements analysis up until QA/UAT sign off 
and release to live
Some database understanding and SQL skills
Experience in building, deploying, and releasing software by working with developers
Experience working with version control, build & deployment, and test management tools
Experience in testing financial applications especially Trading platforms and services and reporting solutions
would be beneficial
Experience working with Microsoft Team Foundation Server and Test Manager is a plus
Good business/ financial knowledge especially Trading CFDs, spread betting and Forex would be helpful


